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Reviewer's report:

The authors responded to most of the comments. However, 3 comments need more explanation:
- the definition of "sedentary" and "physically inactive" remains unclear. Both terms are used. In the background p3 "the aim of the study was to evaluate the effect of EoP in sedentary women..." and in the study population abd recruitment paragraph p4 "...were physically inactive...".
- what does means "...according to the assessment of their GP"? How physical inactivity or sedentary was defined and measured?
- one comment concerned interaction tested the authors didn't reply to this comment. Adjustment on age may be not sufficient and an interaction could be tested with age because of the large age range.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.